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With all this talk about turtles and alligators in
the news these days, I think you'll be very interested to know that Kentucky is one of the few states
which has a large and growing turtle population.
Carl Ernst, a graduate student in zoology at
the University of Kentucky, whose speciality is turtle populations comes up with the dull statistic.
So what else is new? Looking at the backwardsness of some of our slow-moving communities in Kentucky, I'd say the fellow is a census-taker, not a zoologist.
That Latin-American Fiesta in Louisville next
month looks like it's going to be the most,,scintillating and fascinating display of people-to-people diplomacy ever portrayed in these United States.
The list of notables from two continents who
will attend the event looks like a "Who's Who in the
diplomatic corps of the United States, Central and
South America.''
Paul and I are planning to attend the reception
and dinner honoring Gabo Plaza, president of the
Organization of American States. Sure hope nothing comes up that will interfer with our attending
the affair.
A PERSONAL NOTE TO NEWS READER
JACK mATTHEws OF ROUTE 4, FULTON, KY.
Thank you very much for your nice Letter to
the Editor, with the salutation "Dear Jo."
Ordinarily we publish letters that pat us on the
back a little, but your letter is so complimentary of
our efforts on behalf of our community and area,
that we will refrain from publishing it.
In not publishing the letter we have only to
say that our critics wouldn't believe we have such
staunch friends and supporters; and our real
friends, appreciate us as you do, so we'll just leave
it like that.
But thanks so very much Jack. We keep the
letter in our "Incoming Basket," to read again and
again when the dark clouds hover around us.
The more than 1400 persons who voted for the
library tax in Fulton County and the loyal band of
people who worked diligently to save our libraries
in Fulton and Hickman share the sharp pangs of
sadness being witnessed by the people in Hickman
County at the loss of their library and bookmobile.
An ad that appeared recently in the Hickman
County Gazette made this request:
"All books and materials checked out of the library or bookmobile must be returned as soon as
possible.
"We must close our records permanently."
We came so close to being in that predicament
last Fall that we could feel the loss of our libraries
as the passing of an old friend, a travelling companion, a fellow student, an ally, made through the
pages of a book.
Mrs. Louis Sensing, an unusually well-informed person on a lot of things, is particularly "cluedin" on the matter of fluoridation of public water.
This week she handed us an article written by the
syndicated columnist James Jackson Kilpatrick in
the Memphis Press-Scimitar that says new discoveries by some eminent scientists disprove the contention that fluoridation is the cure-all for tooth de- •
cay.
John Lear, science editor of the Saturday Review, summarizes some recent research and gives
rather persuasive evidence that both in the United
•States and Canada, sodium fluoride may have far
more serious effects upon kidneys and bones than
the promoters have believed."
Far be it from us to get into the hassle about
fluoridation again, but we're quoting to you what
the man said.
We've got the article in case you'd like to read it.
Frank Woolf, manager of South Fulton's Henry
I. Siegel plant is house-hunting in Fulton. He's in
that very unenviable position of selling his home in
Corinth, Mississippi and buying one here, with the
price for buying not quite commensurate with the
price he's asking in his sale.
With so many nice real estate folks around
town I know Frank can find a way out of his dilemma.
Annual reports of industries and organizations
come to our desk from sources all over the United
States and somejoreign -countries_ We find time to
give most of them just cursory attention, what with
all that slick paper and high-priced photography.
But, the Annual Report of the Fulton County
ASCS office is one we usually read from cover to
cover. Mimeographed, stapled together on the outside, with some familiar aggrarian scene around
the county on the cover, the report is interesting,
readable and informative.
(Continued on page Eight)
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Long Sought After Water District In
Peril Unless 70 More Families Sign
John Greene To Make Bid For
Office Of Kentucky's Auditor
John W. Greene, 52, Sandy Hook,
the Democratic nominee for Auditor of Public Accounts in the general election two years ago, this
week announced his candidacy for
his party's nomination May 27 to
fill the unexpired term in that office created by the death of Clyde
Conley, Republican, a week ago.
Greene, now a Committee aide
to the Legislative Research Commission, previously served two
terms in the Kentucky House of
Representatives; was an aide to
Gov. Bert T. Combs and during
the last administration was Assistant State Auditor.
"I have in mind a program of
positive assistance to both the taxpayer and state agencies," Greene
observed in relating his experiences in the State Auditor's office
previously "The Office can and
(Continued on Page Five)

John W. Greene

Fowler's Resignation
Accepted By Blakemore
The resignation of South Fulton
football coach Bobby Fowler, tendered earlier this year to Obion
County school officials, was accepted Monday. Obion County
School Superintendent George
Blakemore told The News he personally accepted the resignatioo
Monday upon the recommondation
of Virgil Yates, South Fulton principal, and Harold Henderson,
school board member from the
area. The resignation was accepted
for what Blakemore termed "lack
of cooperation with the administration."
Fowler, who came to South Fulton only last fall, will be paid for
the remainder of the year.
Blakemore said the action came
in the wake of an incident on the
school campus last week when the

Governor Nunn
Guest Speaker
At Honor Day
Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn
will be the featured speaker for the
Parents Honor Day Program at
Murray State University Sunday,
March 30.
Parents of all Murray State students have been invited by President Harry M. Sparks to visit the
campus and to attend the program
recognizing student achievement
and scholarship. Among other
highlights of the day will be a
president's reception and guided
tours of the campus.
To begin at 2 p. m. in the university auditorium, the awards
program will honor about 200 individual students with certificates,
cash awards, grants and citation4
provided by the university and
various honorary and scholastic
organizations on the campus.

coach disciplined a boy "in the
wrong manner."
The boy, Blakemore said, claimed the coach put his arm around
his neck and choked him. This
was denied by Fow:tr—who failed
to ask for a hearing into the matter.
Blakemore indicated other factors were involved in Fowler's dismissal. The coach, according to
Blakemore, had been insubordinate
with the principal on several occasions.
Blakemore also admitted there
had been some difference between Yates and Fowler all year.
Fowler, who reportedly went
job hunting today, said - he could
fight the case "and probably win,"
but indicated he would drop the
matter.

First Christians To
Depict Last Supper
,The First Christian Church of
Clinton will present a living portrayal of DaVinci's "The Last
Supper" on April 3, 1969 at 7:30
p. m. At this time various men of
the community will re-enact the
Last Supper, in costume, with
special lighting, special words and
music. It is a particularly inspiring devotional service and everyone is invited to attend.
Rev. Bobby Roberts of Hickman
is the pastor and Mrs. Henry
Amos of Clinton will direct the
service.
BATTER UP!
The Volunteers of The University
of Tennessee at. Martin successfully opened their 1969 baseball
season Friday, shutting out William Penn College 6-0 in both
games of a doubleheader in Martin.

Seven years of constant effort to bring unlimited
supplies of pure water to about 300 farm families in the
Fulton and Hickman County areas may fade into nothingness in the near future unless about 70 more rural
consumers take advantage of the opportunity now being
offered to establish a rural water district in southeast
Fulton and Hickman Counties.
A Federal grant of $455,000.00, plus a 40-year loan
of $170,000.00, with an unprecedented 41
4 per cent in/
terest rate to construct the water district, to add industrial impetus to the area, and create more jobs could be
lost unless immediate response is forthcoming from
residents who thus far have failed to participate in the
small local financial requirement of the program.
Some 220 persons have already signed up to take
advantage of the huge convenience that would result in
establishment of the water district. A total of 300 is
needed to begin- the system immediately, an engineer
from the Economic Development Agency advised the
News Wednesday.
(Although only $25,000.00 is required as local
participation, a total of $30,000.00 is being sought in the
event the line cannot be piped to all homes surveyed
and some money would have to be refunded.)
"We do not think that there is any real opposition
to the water district," John C. Bondurant, attorney for
the Southwest Ky. Water District told the News recently."The reluctance to join in the effort has been mainly
misunderstanding of the program and erroneous statements that have been made about the rates to be charged for water consumption," he added.
Dewey Johnson, secretary-treasurer of the proposed district, and who has pioneered in the long, drawnout negotations, says the reluctance is understandable.
"Seven years ago about 330
prospective consumers enthusiastically deposited $15 each as
'escrow money,' to show local
interest and future participation
in the program," Mr. Johnson
said.
"But the Federal government
does not move quickly, nor has
the money been available in
Washington, so it looked like our
hopes were doomed on many
occasions. The $15 collected
from each of the signers is on
deposit in the Fulton Bank. It

has not been touched, nor could
it have been, for anything but
the local financial participation
in the program.
"Now the grant money, with
no re-payment required, is set
aside for our district, the loan
fund is firmly committed, the
interest rate set, and the only
hold-back now is the signatures
and $100 meter charges required
to make up the local participation money. It would be a shame
to lose it after so much time

and effort has been expended
to get as far along as we have,"
he remarked.
(Persons who have already
paid the $15 on deposit in the
Fulton Bank are only required
to pay an additional $85.)
The rates to be charged for
water consumption have also
—brought about some hesitancy
on the part of rural families to
participate, Jack Austin, chairman of the• water district told
the News. Subject to approval
by the Kentucky Public Service
Commission the rates have
been established as follows:
First 2000 .gals.
(Minimum)

$5.00

$1.25
Second 5000 gals. -(per thousand)
Next 5000 gals.
• (per thousand)

.90

It was pointed out that an
average family of three, uses
from 3000, to 4000 gallons 2f
water per month, making tn
monthly charge for that consumption $6.25 and $7.50. respectively.
The i•ater district has negotiated a contract with the City
of -Fulton to furnish the system
for a 40-year period. The rate to
be charged the system is the
same as that , charged water
Users on the City of Fulton system.
Presently most of the families
are being furnished water from
private. electrically - operated
wells. In the.event of a power
shortage, or power failure in the
-area, many farm families would
be without a water supply for
home or farm use.
"The establishment of the
water district in the county is
the most progressive movement
since rural electricity was established to non-urban families.
There was skepticism for that
(Continued on Page Eight)

"Now When The Woods Are Open Blackbirds
Come To Roost"...Who Invited 'Em Anyhow!
(With apologies to the meter of jointly by the city and the county.
the old nursery rhyme . . . "Four The plan wouldn't work, because
and Twenty Blackbirds, etc . . .) there are too many high wires surrounding the area. A "scare" cammillion unwanted paign using sirens and noisemakWhen two
blackbirds choose to roost on your ers was inaugurated by the city.
property, what are you going to but it didn't have any lasting reback,
do about it, (if you can do any- sults either. The birds came
and are still there at night.
thing?)
The property owners were agree"I wanted to run 'em off," said
Leslie Weaks, referring to the 30- able to any plan of elimination that
acre "blackbird roost" in the Carr would work. Nothing worked.
So now the City of Fulton wants
woods in the Riceville area. Mr.
Weaks, whose wife is a Carr, super- the estate to spend $3000 bulldozvises Carr estate operations here. ing out all of the bird droppings.
At Monday night's Commission
Mr. Weaks and Harry Barry,
County Sanitarian, conferred early meeting, the City Attorney was inin the winter on the problem of the structed to file suit against the es
birds, the health menace they tate— called an "Abatement of
create in such vast concentrations, Nuisance" suit—to force a clean
and agreed that something, if pos- up of the roost area.
Admittedly, the droppings are a
sible, should be done to cause the
birds to leave their nightly roost- potential health problem that may
become serious when Spring aring place.
They discussed an aerial spray- rives, even though the birds will
ing of the place, to be financed have left. Admittedly, they should

be cleaned up, and this will cost
somebody some money.
But should the hapless property
owners, who didn't want the
birds in the first place, be obliged
to clean up after them? That seems
to be the major crisis in Fulton
this week.
TO BAPTIST HOSPITAL
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe, who has
been a patient in the Fulton Hospital for three weeks, was transferred to the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis on Wednesday, March 26,

More Local News
And Pictures On
Inside Pages

Durbin Tells Shocking Story Of Subversive Activities In Mountains
Stating that he was "shaken"
and "amazed" at some of the
subsersive activities that he has
encountered in Eastern Kentucky,
Paul Durbin told the Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday that the problem of stopping such activity
continues to be "a big one' for
Kentuckians in the months to
come.
Durbin, a Fulton native, is
well qualified to express his
opinions on the subject. A veteran of some 25 years active
duty with the Army, he has seen
extensive service during the Korean conflict and even more extended srevice with all stages of
the war in Viet Nam as a legal
officer in charge of investigations, courte and public affairs.

He retired from active duty last
year with the rank of Colonel.
Durbin began his address to
Rotarians by recounting some of
the legislative developments in
Kentucky that, last year, created
the Kentucky Legislative UnAmerican Activities Committee,
to which he was subsequently
named chief investigator
The Committee investigation on
an organization called the "Appalachian Volunteers" in eastern
Kentucky, with headquarters in
Pikeville, turned out to be a real
eye-opener on current subversive activity in the State, Durbin
pointed out. Calling the leaders
"far-out" in their thinking and
planning, he stated that he was
"shaken" when his Committee

found that the U. S. government
has put a million dollars in the
hands of these leaders, ostensibly
for area development, only to
learn that they were setting up
an organization whose purpose
is ultimately to overthrow the
United States.
Through secret papers obtained !
frohi tihe Nies Of th0 -Piltevitte
headquarters, Durbin stated that
the Volunteers were appealing to
agitators throughout the United
States to "come to the mountains" of Eastern Kentucky.
where plans were to set up militant training centers for people
who were not afraid to "spill
their blood for their cause".
This sort of thinking is certainly not endorsed by either the

people of Pikeville or these mountain people who are natives to
this area, Durbin stated, "but
until we managed to get some of
the inner facts on the Volunteers,
no one really knew what was going on. Now that they have found
out, our Committee are real
heroes in that area."
e -are- -not-finished-thwi -esti
job by a long way, despite the
strong criticism of our work
reveled at us by the Louisville
newspapers, who call us the
Durbin
'Quack' Committee",
said. Funds to support this work
have been allocated from the
Governor's contingency fund, and
they have run out. To continue
our work, we will need legislative
(Continued on Page Eight)
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Ts

74;Vet/co/at
THE BIRD MAN

were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

CONFRONTATION AND COOPERATION
Every problem in our, nation seems to call for confrontation.
Raise a gang and grab a sign and yell and shout.
Someone's rights have been molested. Be a martyr, get
arrested;
Do not ask just what the trouble's all about.

Delay In Seeking Funds For Friendship Center
Means Loss Of Millions Of Dollars In Revenue
Most people think of the tourist
lollar as belonging to the owners of
motels, hotels, restaurants, roadside
stands and recreation facilities. True
?.nough these on-the-firing-line people
ire the first to take over the traveler's
lollar. But that's only a part of the picAire.
Here are just a few of the things
that the visitors spend money for:
Laundry and cleaning, groceries, cloth.ng, drugs and drug store sundries,
picnic and camping supplies, auto
parts and the countless services a car
-equires, fishing tackle and other
sporting goods, plus entertainment
ind recreation of every imaginable
It is for this reason that today we
readers to use their influence
our
isk
ipon the municipal governments of
Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton,
Tennessee to allocate the maximum
funds necessary to hire an executive
lirector to push along the opportunity
we have to establish the unique LatinAmerican Friendship Center in the
Fulton area.
Did you know that in 1965, years
before the construction of the Jackson
Purchase Parkway, and other large
traffic arteries in the area, the Tennessee Department of Highways reported
that a total of 17,090 cars come in and
out of Fulton on an average day.
Of course, all of them are not out-ofstate cars, but since the traffic flow
has been sharply accelerated since
1965, we're willing to wage that at
least that number are now out-of-state
vehicles looking for a place to stay, a
town to visit, a sight to see that is out
f the ordinary.
We\biave a man waiting in the
vings to be employed for the position
to direct the efforts of the LAFC, the
Banana Festival, and the Chamber of
Commerce. The salary he asks is extremely modest, almost unheard of in
the same professional sphere of activity.
What's the hang-up Mayors Gil-

When we see a car with another state's license tag we can all
afford to smile amiably, wish its
occupants well and, if at all possible, make them feel welcome.
That car's worth $23 to us, according to the Kentucky Department of Public Information.
The important thing for Kentuckians, however, isn't where the
dollar is first spent; it's what happens
to it thereafter. The motel owner,
bowling alley proprietor, merchant or
whatever, retains about a dime of it.
Another dime goes in taxes and licenses. Eighty cents goes to pay the
help, rent, utilities and other operating expenses. Of that 80 cents, around
46 cents is paid for supplies and services of one kind or another. The remaining 34 cents becomes personal income. In 1968 it amounted to $118 million.
That 34 cents becomes another
complete generation of spending. It
turns into groceries, rent, clothing,
medical costs, time payments of every
kind, amusement, recreation and the
thousand other expenditures of modern
life. And don't forget that these expenditures generate more taxes and
pay more wages for clerks, proprietors
and other workers.
It's easy to see, then, that the
point of purchase is by no means
the ultimate destiny of the visitor's dollar. It's just the beginning
of a long and profitable economic
journey.
Kentucky exerts great effort to
promote its travel business. Besides
nation-wide advertising and promotion work, the state encourages every
region to promote its own, local attractions. This is done by matching with
state funds the money spent by the
different regions.
Accurate figures are almost impossible to develop in the tourist pro/
motion field. A few years ago, however, the City of Knoxville, Tenn.,
was able to figure that each 3 cents it
spent on tourist promotion resulted in
$29.15 in tourist business. That's a return of almost $1,000 for every dollar
spent.

bert DeMyer and Dr. Dan Crocker?
Kentucky had 30 million visitors
from out of state in 1968. They spent
$345 million while they were here.
The figures on Tennessee are not
The important thing to remember
available. That's almost 10 times the
number of people who live in Ken- about out-of-state spending is that it is
tucky. (It's actually more than the new money.
combined populations of 26 of our 50
When someone from out-ofstates.) And what they spent amounted
state spends money here, howto around $105 for every Kentuckian
ever, it's a different thing. His
alive.
purchase also benefits the state,
To make it even more personal,
merchant and his suppliers.
the
citizens of the commonwealth can conBut it's also an addition to the
visitors
out-of-town
that
fact
sider the
money in economy. It is cash that
poured $33 million into the state
wasn't here before.
six
taxes,
direct
treasury in 1968 in
percent of Kentucky's entire state
So, if the travel expenditures by
revenue.
were suddenly cut off, we
visitors
Every single Kentuckian, then, would either have to cut our state exreceived more than $11 apiece toward .* penditures by $316 million or else ante
the cost of running his government. up $11 apiece out of our pockets, just
And that doesn't include the more to stay even with the state expenses as
than $6 million these visitors paid into of 1968.
county and municipal taxes. So, it's
If, on the other hand, the visitors
obvious that we all benefit financially
doubled their spending, we would all
from our visitors.
enjoy either a cut in our state tax bill
or additional state services. That's
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
why this newspaper keeps up a daily,
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
year-in-and-year-out effort to attract
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of ad- visitors from other states.
•

dress. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblon and
Weekley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tax.
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton the
first of which was founded in 1800.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best AR Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association

Tourism has become one of the
nation's biggest industries.
It can become a giant industry in
the twin cities. America is a Nation in
motion, on wheels. Why can't we wave
them to stop in our community at our
Latin-American Friendship Center.
We can! We know we can!

1

This seems not to be the season to submit a thing to
reason.
All too many want to tear our land apart.
Law, they say, is just a cancer; militancy is the answer:
Burn the country down and get another start.
If you want an education or the secrets of creation,
Start a riot, make demands to get your share.
You're the ones who've been neglected, pushed around
and unaccepted.
You've been treated badly; now let's get what's fair.
But let's look at this relation: No one gives an education;
Education is a thing to be acquired.
One by one, we must be earning rights to drink from
founts of learning,
When our humble spirits come to be inspired.
So with all the things we fight for — yell and shout,
scratch and bite for—
We'd make progress if we'd take another tack,
Turn our strife and agitation into true cooperation.
We'd be getting all the things we seem to lack.
— Kelly O'Neal

Once, many years ago, while I
was out on a very cold day to see
birds. I ran into a still. I was almost on it before I saw it and its
owner. I spoke, somewhat stiffly,
I suppose, and the man spoke,
too. He said, "I guess you wonder
what I am doing; I am making
myself a little whiskey." Very
quickly I told him I was not looking for him or his still but was ...;
he beat me to the draw: "I know,
you're that bird man." My, how
much relieved I was, and I felt
considerably better when I walked
a little farther around a cliff and
had a whole hill between his firearms—if any—and me.
That was a long time ago. But
it brings back memories of how
folkish was the attitude I used to
find when I went walking "over the
river and through the woods." An
occasional land-owner or merely a
fellow out bunting would be greatly
puzzled that I was wandering
around without a boat paddle or a
fishing pole or a gun. I did a lot of
explaining on numerous occasions
but was never harmed or bullied
by anybody.
Now here's what I am coming
to: a half century later I am warnily received everywhere by people
on whose farms I look for birds.
Some of these people were among
my earliest friends and have remained to this day, in Biblical
phrase.
Some are the children and grandchildren of my earlier friends. And
I have so often visited certain
(Continued. an Par- Five)
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houses, deftly turned table and
chair legs, bits and pieces of fabulFULTON'S
ous junk jewelry — these emerge
from the creative junker's hands
as graceful wall cones, fantastic
baroque candlesticks four feet
high, table lamps fit to grace the
By Brenda Rowlett
pages of BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS, and dozens of other
It seems that the people of today safari into the attic or antique and elegant whimsies to add spice to
want to escape from the headaches secondhand shops and what to do your home decorating scheme or
and tensions of this world. Reading with the trophies you bring home. to give as welcome gifts.
has proven to be a most relaxing You will learn how to strip away
Richly illustrated and engagingway to forget the world around us. old paint and tarnish, to rebuild and ly written, this is the perfect book
profeswith
Let's turn to a few non-ffetion refinish your creation
for every hobbyist on the lookout
books that will help make the sional expertise, and how to adorn for a new and immensely challengand
bangles,
baubles,
the
with
it
headaches and tensions a little
ing craft,
easier to understiftid and live with. beads gleaned from your search—
in short, all the necessary .techniMYSTERIES OF THE SKIES by
HOW TO MAKE SOMETHING ques for turning a white elephant Gordon I. R. Lore. On June 24,
a
into
triumph.
decorating
FROM NOTHING by Ruth Stearns
1947, a private pilot, Kenneth ArnEgge. For the amateur decorator
The art of "junking" yields both old, reported that he had encountwith more imagination than money, the magic of browsing for treasure ered nine flat shiny objects above
here are lively, informal, easy-to- and the very real satisfaction de- the Cascade Mountains. "They
follow instructions on transforming rived from a few hours of playing flew like a saucer does when you
castoffs into splendid gifts and deco- Pygmalion—of hammering, paint- skim it across water," he said;
rator pieces for the home. An ard- ing and polishing to create decora- thus the term "flying saucer" was
ent junker herself, Mrs. Egge tells tor items uniquely lovely, uniquely born. Contrary to popular belief,
how to conduct a fascinating junk your own. Tarnished andirons, however, similar sightings have

II_Bror? Com elr

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—
March 25, 1949
A raid on night spots in Missionary Bottom was
staged last Saturday by Constable E. E. Brockman and
K. P. Dalton, representative of the Kentucky Alcoholic
Beverage Department. Nine slot machines were confiscated and all operators pleaded guilty to the charge
of operating gambling devices.
Twenty-eight Fulton firms are sending a total of
73 employees to an eight weeks' "Vocational School"
which begins next Tuesday morning at the Woman's
Club. The sch901 will stress better salesmanship
methods.

been recorded in histories and
scientific journals for over two
centuries.
Here is the first fully documented
account of UFO's, tracing their
long and fascinating history from
the earliest sightings in 1745 to the
present day. Included are the spellbinding stories of the strange fourwinged airship that hovered over
Sacramento for 20 minutes on November 17, 1896, more than seven
years before the Wright brothers
flew the first
heavier-than-air
craft; the green disc spotted by the
noted astronomer E. W. Maunder
over the Royal Breenwich Observatory on November 17, 1882; the
strange fiery globes called "foofighters" which seemed to follow
hundreds of German and Allied
pilots during World War II; the
Scandinavian
"fire balls" and
"Ghost-rockets" sighted in northern Europe in 1946.
This provocative story of strange
objects in the sky is told with the
minimum of speculation and interpretation, while the use of thorough
(Continued on rage Seven)
•

bride-elect of Thomas F. Mahan. Arrangements of colorful spring flowers throughout the house added a gay
note of beauty to the rooms. A delectable supper was
served buffet style from the beautifully appointed dining table overlaid with an imported embroidered cloth.
Covers for twelve were laid at card tables and, following supper, games of bridge and rook were played. Mrs.
J. L. Jones was high scorer at bridge, Miss Elizabeth
Witty won low and Miss Ann Godfrey won consolation.
At rook Mrs. Eunice Robinson was high scorer and Mrs.
Hoyt Moore won low. The hostesses presented Miss
Moore with a beautiful gift which was brought from Japan by Mrs. Muzzy.
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Miss Lela Allen daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Allen of Fulton, became the bride of Harry Bloodworth,
son of Mrs. William Bloodworth of Union City, and the
late Mr. Bloodworth of Jordan. The wedding was solemnized March 18 in Corinth, Miss., with Dr. W. H. Young
officiating. Mrs. Will Taylor Lee, sister of the bride,
served as matron of honor and David Homra as best
man. Other attendants were Miss Pat Crain and Will
Taylor Lee. Mrs. Bloodworth is employed at Southern
Bell. Telephone Company and Mr. Bloddworth is employed by the Little Clothing Company.

Roy Greer was elected ereed ruler of the Elks
Lodge No. 1142 at the regular eeting of the organization on Monday, succeeding Paul Boyd. Other officers
elected are: Esteemed Leading Knight, W. E. Holland;
Esteemed Loyal Knight, Hunter Whitsell; Esteemed
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. James McKinney, Rqute
Lecturing Knight,.Kenneth Watts; Secretary L. C. 3, Fulton, announce the birth of a 7-pound 11-ounce dauAdams; Treasurer, M. E. Simons; Tiler, H. B. West, and ghter, Christina, in Haws Hospital on March 21.
Trustee, C. S. Hastings.
Mr. and Mrs. James Byrd, Fulton Route 1, are the
parents of a six-pound son, David Ren Byrd, born March
Delegates from the West Fulton and the Terry- 20 in Fulton Hospital.
Norman PTA will attend the annual spring conference
Mr. and Mrs. Lois Casey announce the birth of a
of the First District of Parents and Teachers, which will nine-pound, four-ounce daughter, Norma Sue, born
convene at Murray next Tuesday at the Little Chapel March 16 in Haws Hospital.
Administration Building, Murray State College.
Austin Springs: Mr. and Mrs. Newell Newton are
Mrs. Ernest Bell was hostess to a rook party Thurs- the happy young parents of a son, Billie Joe, who arrived
day afternoon, when she complimented a few friends. the past week at Bushart Clinic. Mrs. Newton is the forFour tables were arranged for rook, with Mrs. I. H. mer LeDean Casey and this is their first born:
Reed winning high score and Mrs. Hattie Wood winning
Work is practically finished on rural lines telephone
low score. A dessert plate was served at the close of the exchange, Dukedom. Hats off to those people who did
the work.
games.
Mrs. Claude Muzzy and Mrs. Jim Hutcherson were
Riceville: Several attended the household shower
gracious hostesses to a lovely buffet supper Tuesday given in honor of Mrs. James W. Mann at the home of
evening when they.complimented Miss Martha Mahan, Mrs. Neal Looney last Wednesday night.
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The American Woman Subject For
Many Articles Of High Interest
Judging from the wealth of in- a constructive guide designed to
formation written about her in re- help single parents understand an
cent years, the American woman is solve their problems.
a subject of high- interest to both
"Children and Their ParentS'by
male and female authors.
Suzanne Strait Fremon, seeks to
Goodrich C. Schauffler decided help parents of adolescents discover
to communicate with American how to bridge the gap between the
mothers by writing a book, "Guid- generations with a two-way teaching Your Daughter to Confident in.
Womanhood."
"365 Table Graces for the ChristAnother male author, Elmer L. ian Home", by Charles L. Wallis.
Winter, expanded his area of con"Helping Your Child Improve His
centration to include all 37 million Reading", by Ruth Strang.
gainfully employed American wo"Understanding Children's Play"
men. He researched and wrote by Ruth E. Hartley, L.
K. Frank
"Women At Work". In it, he re- and R. M. Goldenson.
veals everything a woman needs to
Finally, the motives underlying
know to help find, keep, and enjoy
the efforts of American women in
the right job.
The State Department of Li- se many areas of endeavor are
carefully analyzed in the publicabraries, aware of the wide variety
of publications written especially tion, "Why Women Work", by the
Women's Bureau, U. S. Department
for women, has compiled a selected listing of 90 books and govern- of Labor, Washington, D. C., 1967.
ment publications available.
Women authors predominate the
bibliography; however, 45 male authors and co-authors are included.
Titled "The American Woman",`
the booklet includes titles of publications on child care, religious
training for the family, choosing a
career, recreational activities, and
others.
The publications are all available
through local libraries.
U a wife is wondering how her
Copies of "The American Wo- expected baby is getting along she
man" are available free to organi- can get the answer from a new
zations and individuals from: Mrs. diagnostic
instrument — "ultra
Marie Humphries, The Commission sound."
on Women, Capitol Annex, FrankThe University of Kentucky has
fort, Ky., 40601.
two of these instruments at the AlSelections include:
"American Women: The Chang- bert B. Chandler Medical Center.
They can be used to diagnose
ing Image", edited by Beverly Benner Cassara. Eleven contributors tumors, cancer and heart trouble,
express their varying opinions but their most effective use has
about the struggle for women's been in detecting early pregnancy
and showing the mother-to-be how
rights.
"A Wife Is Many Women", by her child is progressing up to the
Doris Fleischman Bernays, is a moment of birth.
The machines, employing a prinwitty, truthful account of the rewarding, challenging, but often be- ciple somewhat similar to that
wildering interests common to all used in senor to detect submarines,
can send sound into the body and
women.
"Parents Without Panthers", by then produce a "read-out" on the
Jim Egleson and J. F. Egleson, is condition of the organ involved.

Ultra Sound
Can Tell How
Baby's Doing

"Country Music USA" By Murray
Professor Is Widely Acclaimed

The two ladies in the center of this photo seemed to be enjoying the toast being offered to them by Union
City friends following the victory of Democrat Ed Jones for Congress Tuesday night,. The two Union City
ladies flanking Mrs. Ed Jones, center left, and her daughter, also with shoulder corsage, are unidentified.
(Story on Page One.)

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
111M
,
MINEMMIIMS

If you are contemplating purchasing a sewing machine, you
will find good information in a
U. S. Government Bulletin, "Buying Your Home Sewing Machine",
that may be obtained by calling
your County Extension Office or
writing to Catherine C. Thompson
Area Agent in Clothing and Textiles, P. 0. Box 270, Hickman, Ky.
42050 — Catherine Thompson.

SIX LAUNDRY BASIS-1. Save
and read hang tag instructions.
2. Sort carefully. Never wash white
garments (especially nylon) with
non-colorfast. 3. Treat stains
promptly. Pretreat heavy soil before washing. 4. Always measure
detergent or soap and use correct
amount for your particular washer.
5. Follow appliance manufacturer's
directions ?or using machine cycles.
Do not over-load washer or dryer.
6. When bleaching, choose correct
type of bleach for fabric. Measure
A stenographer training course be paid $.05 per mile to pay trans- carefully.
—Mrs. Barletta Wrather.
is being offered at the American portation fees to and from class.
Legion Building at 207 South Seventhe
trainenter
wanting
to
People
th Street. Mayfield, Kentucky.
If foods "just don't taste the way
class should contact a ComThe course will be financed ing
they used to," it may be partly
Representative
Field
Action
munity
through the M. D. T. A. Act and
Kentucky State Employment because your senses of taste and
will be under the direction of the or the
Office.
A CAP representative is at smell have grown less sensitive as
Tilghman Vocational School in Payou've grown older. Previous reStreet in Clinton.
Cresap
304
ducah, Kentucky. The school hours
search has demonstrated that the
will be from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
For the benefit of the people who sense of taste deteriorates; now
five days a week. The entire course live in the Clinton, Kentucky Area, USDA scientist have conducted a
will last for 33 weeks.
the Kentucky State Employment test that indicates the sense of
Students who are self-supporting Service now has a part time office smell does, too.
—Mrs. Maxine Griffin
or qualify as the head of a house- in the basement of the Methodist
hold will receive $40.00 a week Church in Clinton. The State Emopen
is
Office
The next time you buy a roast,
while attending the class. Each stu- ployment Service
dent who is the head of a house- from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m. on Tues- consider a boneless one. OtherKenClinton,
in
Fridays
hold will receive $5.00 per week days and
wise, although the price per pound
for each dependent. All students will tucky.

Stenographic Course Being Given
In Mayfield Offers Weekly Salary
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NEW LINENS FROM OLD—It's
easy to brighten up your table
linens by dyeing them in a washer,
then adding fringe or other trimming. Set the machine for a hotwash, cold rinse cycle; add the
dye solution: and agitate it briefly
for a thorough mix. Then place the
clean, wet article in the machine
unfolded. Check the last rinse to
see if any color shows; if so, use
one or two extra rinses. Clean the
machine by running it through a
regular cycle with soap or detergent plus bleach, then wipe it out
with a damp cloth.
—Mrs. Mildred W. Potts

Mainly for Mothers

by Carol Hart:
Heeding Better Than Speeding for Label Reading
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FAMILY SPENDING PLAN OR
BUDGET—When a family begins
to think about a spending plan,
they should remember that it
should be planned to meet the family's needs. Living expenses -will
vary as to location, size of family
and ages of family members. Living standards will affect the plan
as not all people agree on what are
luxuries, comfort and necessities.
A prerequisite is that any spending plan must be based on income.
A family can't spend more than is
taken in. Whee they do, they are
headed for trouble.
—Miss Irma Hamilton

[HEALTH & SAFETY
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may be lower, consider how much
bone and waste you are buying.
The price per serving is often less
for a boneless roast. In addition,
the boneless roasts are easier to
carve and serve.
—Miss Patricia Everett

IS IT COMPLETE?—Clarence Riley (left) of Mayfield and Richard Beth
of Carrier Mills, Ill., check the "book" needed by a member of the Murray State University symphonic band for rehearsals. As music librarians
of four Murray music units, these freshmen are responsible for more
than 102,000 pieces of musical arrangements.

Have you joined America's popular new educational trend...
speed reading?
Whether or not you decide to increase your ability to read fast,
keep in mind there are times when reading accurately is more important than reading speedily.
One such time is when you*
read the label on a medicine container, says the Council on Family Health. Taking or giving
medicine is so important to the
health and safety of you and
your family that you should understand the directions you are
reading, and then double check
yourself.
If you want to measure how
well you understand what you
read, test yourself by reading a
medicine label in your home,says
the Council, a non-profit organization sponsored as a public service by leading members of the
drug industry.
Did you note the amount of
medicine to be taken? Does the
dosage vary for adults and
children? How often should the
medicine be taken?
If a liquid, should you shake
the container well before pouring? Is it for external or internal
use? •
Does the label state the pur- taking the medicine?
pose of the medicine?
Not all medicine labels conAre there instructions for tain all of the information listed
proper storage... such as "Keep above, but all information on
In a cool place." Should you take each label is important
the medicine before or after
Heeding rather than speeding
eating?
is the watchword when reading
Are there cautions as to cer- directions for the use of meditain activities that stewald he cine, says the Council on Family
curtailed or discontinued while Health.

Spring Brings
angmg Signs
To Band Group
Every year at this time a change
comes over the Fulton High School
Band, from the busy practicing of
complicated routines of the football
field, pep songs, and marches to
the more serious concert songs.
Many students possess the ability
to change instruments or positions.
Some of thee students are: Cathy
Hyland, from clarinet to oboe; Walt
Sensing, from bass drum to French
horn; Dianne Harrison, majorette
to clarinet; Ginger Edwards, majorette to flute; and Vicki Campbell, majorette to clarinet.
This year there will be no pop
concert due to the late football season. The upcoming event of importance will be the Regional Music
Festival in Murray. This takes
place in three weeks and at this
time the band will play their long
practiced works on which they will
be graded. The next band event will
be the concert in the spring.

Country music lovers may now
COUNTRY MUUSIC WITH CUT
refer to a new and highly-acclaimed
guide to rural and southern music
dating back to its British origin.
Dr. Bill C. Malone, associate professor of history at Murray State
University is the author of the book
entitled "Country Music, U. S. A.,"
which concerns the history of country music, especially during the
last 50 years.
Published for the American Folklore Society by the University of
Texas Press, the book was released Feb. 25. Already "Country
Music, U. S. A." has received the
praise of the Nashville Tennessean.
In the March 9 edition, reviewer
Carl May wrote "The most accurate, complete, and serious study
of country music ever published is
a fair description of Bill C. Malone's new book which is doubly
welcome because it is so long overdue."
The book deals principally with
the history of the commercial
growth of country music since 1920
However, in the introduction, Dr.
Malone also covers the development
of folk music before 1920.
He elaborates on the theory that
country music was ultimately British in origin and came to this
country in the colonial period.
Since that time it has had a variety
of influences, including Negro and
Mexican.
The year 1920 marked a turning
point in the music's history. Before then it was essentially folk,
thereafter it was exploited by racti.0
and then television and termed hillbilly or counrty music.
Dr. Malone began conducting in-

terviews with country music entertainers for the history in 1961, although the subject has been a lifelong interest for him.
"I came from a rural family in
east Texas," Dr. Malone said
"and country music was the onl!
kind of music we knew about." A
that time, he recalls, "To my fam
ily, it was just old songs.
"Subconsciously, I think I've
always been doing reesarch on
country music, although I didn't
think about having anyAing published at first."
At the University of Texas, where
Dr. Malone earned the B. A., M. A.,
and PhD degrees, he began his
history as the dissertation for his
doctorate.
Research for the book required
extensive traveling, for Dr. Malone contacted many collectors of
country music songs and records
in the U. S., as well as referring to
record catalogs, mail order catalogs, magazines ,and newspapers.
logs, magazines, and newspapers.
ville where he talked to Roy Acuff
and Maybelle Carter, well-known
country and western musicians.
Later he interviewed Tex Ritter.
Ray Price, and numerous otheJ
prominent and "old-time" enter
tainers.
Before coming to Murray State
two years ago, Dr. Malone spent
five years at Southwest State at San
Marcos as assistant professor of
history.
He is hopeful that his history will
js successful. ljesays..
have a pretty good response because this is a popular field of
music today."

Fulton High Seniors
Thank Local Donors
The Senior Class of the Fulton
High School wishes to thank those
merchants in Fulton and in South
Fulton whose generous contributions made their spaghetti supper
a big success last Friday night.
They are: A&P, E. W. James,
Morris' Grocery, Butt's Grocery,
Baker's Dozen, Bugg's Grocery,
M. Livingston and Cecil's Liberty.
The proceeds of- the spaghetti
supper will be used to defray the
cost of the Junior-Senior banquet.
PIANO RECITAL AT UT
Miss Joyce -Crane, instructor in
piano at The University of Tennessee at Martin, will be presented
in a faculty recital by the Music
Department Tuesday, April 1, at
8 p. m. in the Music Building Auditorium.

Local Ladies
Attend Meet
Of Woodmen
Mrs. Leland Jewell, 315 Carr St.
and Mrs. E. K. Jones, Route 1.
Fulton were delegates to the
Kentucky Jurisdictional Convention of the Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society March 2325, at the Kentucky Hotel, Louisville, it was announced today by
Mrs. Jewell, secretary of the local
Woodmen lodge.
Registration for the more than
200 delegates and officers representing the 24,368 Kentucky members opened at noon, Sunday,
March 23, according to Thomas
W. Hines, Bowling Green.
Speakers listed on the convention
program included. Honorable Louie
B. Nunn, Governor of Kentucky;
Waylon Rayburn, formerly of Murray, Ky. and now Executive Vice
President of the Woodmen residing
in Omaha. Nebraska; National
Woodmen Secretary Charles W.
Woodwin; Marvin A. Watkins,
Eastern Field Manager for the
Woodmen; Honorable Edwin A.
Commonwealth
Schroering, Jr.,
Attorney; Honorable Pat McCuiston, Kentueky State auditor and
Woodmen Trusbae Nam Robison,
Fairfield, Illinois.

MURRAY STATE'S "MUSIC MAN"—Dr. Bill C. Malone, associate professor of history at Murray State University, strums along on his guitar
while talking about his newly released book on the history of country
music, "Country Music, U. S. A." The Nashville Tennessean has acclaimed the book as "the most accurate" ever published on country music.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Well Now, Here's A Good Hobby
For Milady On The Opera Kick
Along with the revival of quilt
piecing, rug hooking and weaving
in the mountains, a revival of the
art of making soap is slowly evolving. Bars of fragrant home-made
soap cut from a creamy white
thickness cooked in a big black kettle over a wood fire is interesting
to a generation more familiar with
modern detergents bought in a
market.
Mrs. Alden Stacy of West Liberty
remembers making soap in a huge
kettle . . . she also has made county-fair blue-ribbon soap on a modern range in her kitehen. Basically,
the method is the same.

In spring at soap-making time
water is poured over the ashes and
the "run off" is caught in large
kettlesInto the kettle of run-off lye goes
fatscraps and grease. A fire is built
under the kettle to bring the liquid
to a boil.
If a goose feather dipped in the
mixture is stripped to the spine
more grease is needed. When
finished the soap is cooled.
An enterprising
woman
can
scent a batch of soap with a spicewood twig or clove to give it a
light fragrance.
AS.

Throughout the winter all scraps
of fat meat, grease, even unused
parts of hogs at butchering time
are saved. Also as a part of the
necessary ingredients, lye is made
from fireplace ashes saved in
large wooden hoppers or barrels.

In room composition, if a round
rug is the only curved line in a
room, it seems out of place; but
add a round table and a 'scalloped
valance and the round rug settles
down comfortably.
—Mrs Juanita 'Amonett
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Buy Your Appliance Now!Bonus Offer Expires Soon!

High Speed
Dryer
Model DE 516U

Low
Price!

99.95
New
General
Electric
Top Load
Portable
Dishwasher

If you are going to buy a new electric appliance this
spring — NOW is the time to buy it — during March —
while the cash "Bonus" program of the Fulton Electric system is still in effect.
This program ends March 31st. It's smart to save money;
it's just good sense to buy during March and get part of your
purchase price back in the form of a cash bonus. The bonus
program is explained at the bottom of this page.
The six local appliance dealers on this page all sell these
electrical appliances. Why not visit them this week, and
then decide that you won't put it off any longer. These six
dealers feature nationally-known brands of appliances,
backed up with guarantees for your protection.

KENMORE and COLDSPOT
Two famous appliance names found only at

SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY
Broadway Street,

South Fulton

479-1420

"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

WIZARD
Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers, Dryers
and Hot Water Heaters

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Lake Street

472-1774

Fulton

Hotpoint - Philco - Maytag
Famous Appliance Names found in Fulton at

• Vigorous 1-Level
Washing Action
•Waist High Contra
Dial
•"Handles-up" &Ivesware Basket

Model
SI 099E

BENNETT ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
"SALES AND SERVICE"
319-25 Walnut St.

$118.88

Phone 472-3763

WHIRLPOOL

•=111

0
Ranges, Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers Freezers
The complete line of GENERAL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES is carried in Fulton

and Air Conditioners

G & H FURNITURE DISCOUNT

— AT —

4th & Kentucky Ayes.

FULTON HDWE & FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake Street

472-1101

1969 FRIGIDAIRE
MOBILE DISHWASHER
HAS HOT WATER
WASH FOR CLEANER
DISHES

ed/11
You can purchase your

NEW APPLIANCE
and pay cash for it
by getting a

LOAN
from us.
•• • •
Enjoy the convenience of a modern electric
appliance while you pay for it on easy payments.
We will be happy to discuss this (or any other financing) you might like to consider.

When you need hot water,it's there with a quick-recovery
electric water heater.
Completely automatic — without worry or bother.
Your flameless electric water heater keeps plenty of hot
...24 hours a day.
water on tap for your whole family.
Kitchen work ...cleaning ...laundry ...and dozens of
other daily chores go faster with a quick-recovery electric
water heater. There's always enough hot water to go
around.
And with our low electric rates, heating water electrically is an everyday bargain.
111111111111111•

Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET

Q1 1 1 1 1
IIIIII

PHONE 472-1362

SALES PROMOTIONAL BONUS PROGRAM
Electric Range $15.00 Water Healer $15.00
Clothes Dryer $15.00 Dishwasher $10.00
The abgve bonus will be applied from February 1, 1969, to
March 31, 1969, under the following provisions:

City National Bank
MEMBER F. D.I. C.

472-1012

It shall be installed on the Fulton Electric System.
It shall be inspected by the Fulion Electric System after installation.
The customer will present a sales slip from the participating
local merchant at Fulton Electric System office no later than March
31, 1969.

• Provides a single or double wash at 1500 temperature. Gets dishes really clean in water hotter
than your hands can stand.
• Fold back top rack lets your quickly reach lower
rack. Pin-type rack design allows flexible loading.
• Exclusive SuperSurge Washing Action cleans clean,
dries dry without
pre -rinsing...
reaches everywhere inside tub.
r
1 f--c_.!
64171
‘
14
1.,
..
• Cherrywood color
Panelyte top makes
available handy extra work space.
Counterbalanced
lid opens easily.

l

1

\

Small
Monthly
Payments
Model DW-CDTN,

2 colors & white.

See This and the rest of the complete line of
FRIGIDAIRE appliances at

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut
mu NM NM MIN

472-3791

Your "BankAmeriCard" Welcome Herel

TANI) PtinIT

HOSPITAL NEWS
I .;1;,)
The following were patients in
Fulton • hospitals on Wednesday,
March 26:

T

Ed Jones Wins Easily
For Seat In Congress
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields

be glad to know.
Rev. Howard Miller filled his ap
peintment at Old Bethel Missionare
Baptist the past Sunday, where hi
serves the church on a full-timi
basis. This church is also takin
part in the Evangelistic Crusad,
and invites everyone out to hear
different minister each night.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickmat
had the following visitors for Sur
day dinner: Mr. and Mrs. Grove
True, Mr. and Mrs. Skeeter Teri':
and daughters, Ann and Kat.)
honoring Robby Rickman, who i
home on a visit during the quarte
break. All enjoyed the day in th,
Rickman home, with a delectabl
noonday meal.
Mrs. Lottie Cantrell continues t
improve at her home near here
where she is convalescing from
broken limb, and will soon go t
Memphis for a check-up.

:tev. Bony Copeland filled his
..-psoirement at New Salem Baptist
Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
and at the Sunday evening service.
which follows the meeting of B. T.
U. at 6:30 p. m. on Wednesday
night, March 26. the spring revival
will begin, with services held nightly. It is a four-night series, held in
:he Evangelistic Crusade everywhere. Rev. Copeland, pastor, will
do the preaching. so everyone is
invited to attend each service.
Bobby Rickman arrived home
Saturday from UT at Knoxville for
a visit with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rickman, near here.
Bobby is a senior and majoring in
Engineering. His recent trips, by
plane, have taken him to Huntsville. Ala., and Pittsburgh, Pa.,
for interviews for future work.
DODGE RECALLS TRUCKS
Fire went on rampage Saturday
at the home of M. and Mrs. Dave
Detroit—The Dodge division c
Mathis and burned out their gardre
en and nearby fields, but, with the the Chrysler Corporation has
help of neighbors and fores-t rang- called 20,306 trucks for replace
it
and
parts
ers, it was soon brought under ment of front wheel
de
THE PHILOSOPHER—
control. There wag no loss to the spection for possible brake
feels.
buildings.
(Continued From Page Two)
Mrs. Hubert Puckett continues to
Highlands Courts Apartments, being
Let's Build Frio/Kiddy Center
able
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Helen Laceplaces, at all seasons of the year, improve at her home and is
Big Industry in '69
ed by Johnny Jones and Tommy Scearce is underBasil Watkins represented Good alone or with a companion or two, to sit up some, which all friends
well, Mrs. Mary Winston, Route 3,
lling
going early construction with three two-dwe
Fulton; Tim Fields, Route 4, Ful- Springs Church at the meeting of that I am actaully expected and
ton; Roy Spicer, Hickman; Mrs. Hopewell Presbytery at 'Camden am good-humoredly scolded when
units as a starter.
JOHN GREEN —
Irene Bransford, Route 4, Hick- last. Tuesday: - The Presbyterial I fail-to come by to see the birds
The complex, to be offered as rental property,
(continued from Page One)
man; Curtis Vaughn, Clinton; Miss CPW met Saturday at Atwood and on the farm.
will contain wall-to-wall carpeting, central heating
Ruth Adams, Marvin Burkette, was attended by Mesdames Ray
If a week went by without some must be more than a watchdog. It
Route 1, Clinton; Buford Walker, Bruce, Loyd Watkins, T. L. Ain- personal encounter with some ques- must offer its technical knowledge
and air conditioning, two bedrooms and other spacRoute 2, Clinton; Mrs. Lewis ley and Hillman Westbrook.
tioner about birds or without a to all agencies entrusted with acious living areas. The units, planned on West Fifth
Barnes, Billy Britt, Wingo; Mrs.
Mr. arid Mrs. A. C. Bell were telephone call or two, I would counting of public funds.
Street will be arranged in a circular drive, with a
Charlotte Mullins, Route 1, Wingo; carried by ambulance to Baptist think that I was back when being
"Farmers of our Constiturtion enHugh Whittman, Morris Vaughn, Hospital Sunday. Mrs. Bell has a a bird man was slightly suspicious
rock garden and beautiful landscaping on the
this office as a protector
The Fulton Jaycees will hole
Valvisioned
Water
Laird,
Mrs.
Maybelle
considerably
which
for
and
injury,
maybe
best
back
at
recurring
median.
of public funds-to be expended in their twelfth annual Distinguishe
J. C. Walker she will have to undergo surgery worse with many people.
Bennett,
Harold
ley;
beare
units
the
According to the developers
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the birds singing and saw several We extend our deepest sympathy
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of Mrs.. Winnie Cunningham Sun- eagerly looking forward to spring. Mrs. Mollie Horton Greene, who will be installed at this meetim
snakes that had been killed.
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day.
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improving satisfactorily following
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—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Murray, from
—Vinyl and Tile
Waverly, Tenn., spent the week—Downs and McGee Carpeting
end visiting his sisters, Mrs. Mar—Upholstering, Modem &
:ha Croft and Mrs. Ada Reed, and
faISCHI4
Antique
other relatives in the community.
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Mrs. Lena Cash is visiting her
daughter in Atlanta, Ga.

Democrat Ed Jones ran up a big
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
score in rural precincts Tuesday to
Mrs. Annie King, Mrs. Lester
win election from Tennessee's 8th
Patrick, Jeff Martin, Billie MeachCongressional District and restore
am, Mrs. Jerry Hawks and baby,
his party's majority in the state
G. W. Holly, Fulton; Mrs. Newton
delegation.
Smith, Albert Mayhall, Leo WilkJones won an easy victory deerson, William Duncan, South Fulspite strong bids by Republicans to
ton; James Howard, Union City;
their first majority on the
Mrs. Stella Steele, Mayfield; Mrs. gain
congressional delegation
Hawks, Dukedom; Sam Tennessee
Velva
since the Civil War ;And a drive by
Mathis, Lynnville; Mrs. G. D. DixGeorge Wallace's American Indeon, Columbus; Homer Stuart, ClinParty to win its first seat
ton; Mack Scearce, Hickman; Mrs. pendent
in Congress.
Dale Clark, Mrs. Loyd Henderson,
With 360 of 364 precincts reCrutchfield; Mrs. Otis Farmer,
ported, Jones had 32,666 votes,
Wingo.
William
Independent
American
This is a modal of ::te three, two-unit dwellings being developed by real
and Republican
.Davis 10019,
HOSPITAL
FULTON
Scearce.
Tommy
ard
estate developers Johnny Jones
Leonard Dunavant 15,604. Seven
Jim Oliver, Miss Gertrude Mur- independents, including a Negro,
phey, H. L. Hardy, Mrs. Emma trailed.
Butts, Mrs. Velora Stallins, Mrs.
Jones will assume the House
Myra Scearce, Mrs, Elsie Har- position vaacted by Rep. Robert
wood, J. S. Mullins, Mrs. Mera A. Everett, a veteran Southern
Threlkeld, Mrs. Maggie Pickering, Democrat who died Jan. 26 after
Roy Pickering, Fulton; Will Hicks,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Henderson, Ellis
growfast
the
Something new is being added to
Heathcott, W. L. Carter, Mrs.
DUKEDOM NEWS
Ouida Travis, Mrs. Lorene Reeks,
ing residential area out Highlands way.
mrs. Hiolman
South Fulton; Raymond Pewitt,
develop-

Jones, Scearce Developing Low
Rental Property In Highlands

nearly 11 years in Congress.
It was the first congressional
election in the nation since November.
Jones, a lifelong farmer, tuned
his campaign to the method that
had given Everett an unchallenged
hold on the district, a folksy, direct
approach to the voters.
All but one of the district's 14
counties are rural, and Jones is a
former state agriculture commissioner from the small community
of Yorkville in west Tennessee's
cottonbelt.
Dunavent, a member of the first
Tennessee House of Representatives
to be controlled by Republicans in
modern times, had carried his
party's hope for the upperhand in
the congressional delegation, now
back to a 5-4 balance in favor of
the Democrats. Republicans also
hoped to bolster their chances to
alect a GOP governor next year.

Sen. Hubbard
Will Present
Jaycee Award
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Kentucky born
and bred.

YOUR BEST BUY TODAY...COULD BE
A DAY OF NEEDED HOSPITAL-MEDICAL CARE

S. P. MOORE St CO.

Enjoy the pleasure of
YOUR BEST BUY IN HEALTH CARE PROTECTION IS

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELDS'
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL MAN, INC

X/

-$1t
;''
14'iri'

MISSISSIPPI

(Kentucky Corporations Serving Kentuckians)
These Plans Offer You:
and economy of osaeralicat.
•Maximum ben•Ps per dues dollar as a result of efficiency

allowances.
•A thOICO of hospital room
paid in full.
•All other covered hospital services
allowances.
•Surgical-Medical plans with realistic
Plans for Groups
Benefit
•Moior Medical or Extended

coat

abamarkse ISsnit.I Aredgoe sm.m
• • am

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

APPLY NOW

GROUP PLANS MAY BE FORMED WHERE
THERE ARE S OR MORE EMPLOYEES

BLUE CROSS and SLUE SHIELD
4020S
3101 Bardstown had, Louisville, Ky.

NF
NOME
ADDRESS

.f

STAN

A tollieking hell* oft the
91 B)loxi's ono
f 8iIf
kriftiONS inn The red carpet Is out for you

ZIP

luxurious rooms with TV, tile baths,
air-conditioning. Convenient location.
• Swimming pool and patio
• Pirate's Cove for finest seafood,steaks
• Crow's Nest Lounge—colorful, plush
• Bask on Biloxi's 27 mile long sand beech
• Enjoy water sports, fishing, golf
Explore Biloxi's old world charm—
picturesque and historic sightseeing—
:14x and watch the shrimp boats come
in. Get free brochure now.
Come visit us soon.

OLD
(MEDLEY)
p423Y'
B• ,
(4,,„4,4,()7erifek
rAreertfew
(is

l.st,ewvoselvl

obligation, information on health cans latesefits
Pleas* send me, without
requirements.
and eligibility
am:
group.
1:3 Interested in forming a
0A college student.
- 64 years of age or under.
0

DOver 65 years of age.
0A member reaching 19.
CI A member getting married.

your Farm Bureau Agonti
(Farm Bureau Alimbers, no. walla!, MO

uItit
Seat.ral
e. 3. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT PUN
BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI

ANIMISM

00 Proof. Kentucky Straight Bourbon WItiskey.
Distilled by the FIMNIChlYNIDD Distilling Corporation. Owensboro, Kentucky.
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THE MODERN FARMER IS A
GOOD CUSTOMER. The farmer
spends 25 billion a year for goods
and services to produce crops and
livestock, another 15 billion a year
for the same things that city people
buy - food, clothing, drugs, furniture, appliances and other products
and services.

There's A Heap Of Good Eating In Champion Hog Sale At Murray
The carcass of 'I 20--nolnd commercial hog, entered by Elvis
Bugg, Clinton, has t-e- n judged
Grand Champi,m of those mnrket,,1 Ken'ucky
ed following the 1/'
Barrow Show, held f'-'11y, March
7, at Murray State University.
Graders at the Reelfoot Packing
Company, Union City, where the
145 hogs entered in the show were
later marketed, repored the folslaughter measurements
lowing
for the winning carcass:
Length, 29.6 inches; backfat, 1.2
inches; loin eye, 4.7 inches; and

percent ham and loin, 44.13.
In the earlier on-the-foot judging, the animal placed sixth in the
commercial heavyweight competition.
The reserve champion in the
carcass contest was entered by Ed
Tingle and Son, Eminence, Ky.
This was a 203-pound purebred
Hamoshire with 29 inches of
length, 1.2 inches of backfat, 6.2
inches of loin eye and 43.77 percent ham and loin.
In the live placing March 7, the
animal placed third in the purebred

heavyweight class.
Tingle and Son also took third
place in the carcass contest with a
210-pound purebred
Hampshire.
Other winners in the top 10 finishers included:
Bill Bailey, Route 2, Murray,
with a 205-pound commercial animal; Joe R. Slacks, Guthrie, with
a 220-pound purebred Hampshire;
Edward Slack, Guthrie, with a 187pound commercial hog; and, Workman and Sons, Route 4, Clinton.
with a 185-pound commercial animal.

THE MODERN FARMER IS A
GOOD PURCHASER. Each year
his purchases include new farm
OUR NATION'S AGRICULTURE tractors and other motor vehicles,
machinery, and equipment. He also
American Agriculture has ad- purchases fuel, lubricants and
•ariced more in the past 50 years maintenance of machinery and
han in all the prior years of our motor vehicles. Farming uses more
Modern farming and petroleum than any other single inistory.
:anching combined with a progres- dustry. He also buys products conive system of marketing, proces- taining 320 million pounds of rubJoe Martin, County Agent
ing and merchandising provide ber. Modern farming is a creator
,bundant wholesome food when of employment. Four out of every
Union City, Tenn.
Ind where we want it. Also it pro- 10 jobs in private employment are
!ides farm products with new related to agriculture. Ten million
FARMING TIME
lualities for home and industry. people have jobs storing, transportlie foundation for continuing ing, 'processing and merchandising
Farmers are beginning to smile
gricultural advances which reach the products of agriculture. MODas spring time approaches. We saw
rom farm to market to home or ERN FARMING IS AN EFFICIquite a few fertilizer distributors
ndustry, is research and the hard ENT PROGRESSIVE INDUSTRY.
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation
moving along the roads last week.
cork of farmers and ranchers.
One hour of farm labor produces 4
Fertilizer is being spr ea d on
Research by Government and in- times as much food and other
wheat, pastures and some is being
!ustry is constantly improving crops as it did in 1919 to 1921.
From all the rantings and rav- virtually
government placed on corn fields to be plowed
complete
ilants and animals, providing bet- Crop production is 65 percent ings by the militants, agitators and control of economic and political under in a few days. The ground is
er management of soil and water, higher per acre. Output per breed- self-styled "revoluti6naries" of the activities.
still very cold but as it warms up
.inding new uses for farm products ing animal is 68 percent greater. so-called New Left "Movement," I
It is indeed ironic that the per- wheat will jump where it has been
nd devising new and better me- One farm worker produces food have yet to glean any constructive sons who are agitating for a change top-dressed. Some breaking of
hods of marketing, transporting, for himself and 40 others.
suggestions as to how America to another system would not be al-. ground has been started.
toring and merchandising farm
might solve such problems as lowed to indulge in such agitation
THE
MODERN
FARMER
IS
Mr. Sam Baker on Mr. Frank
troducts.
Educational
services
poverty, prejudice, and war.
in the type of system they propose.
iuickly carry the new knowledge THE FOOD SUPPLIER TO THE
The fuzzy thinking New Left hy- They mouth high-sounding phrases Board's Farm near Obion was
farmers and others who put it WORLD. THE UNITED STATES pocrites condemn these problems about freedom, yet do not hesitate busy last week renovating on old
IS THE WORLDS LARGEST EX.o use.
(as if everyone else favored them) to violate the freedoms of others fescue pasture for a new herd of
PORTER OF AGRICULTURAL
and imply that America's capital- and promote activities entirely con- beef cattle. Sam Baker started reModern farming is the nations PRODUCTS.
AMERICAN AGRIistic economy is to blame for their tradictory to their avowed goals. novating the old fescue pasture by
.,iggest industry. Farming em- CULTURAL
ABUNDANCE IS A
fertilizing, then he disced the pasexistence.
loyees approximately 6 million POWERFUL
In my opinion, this is exactly
FORC2 FOR WORLD
Pursuing this obstinate line a why the overwhelming majority of ture until it looked as if most of
corkers - more than the combined
PEACE.
step further, it follows that what Americans aren't going to buy the the fescue was killed, then he discemployment in transportation, pubthe New Life suggests is an alter- idealistic and ideological trash be- ed and leveled the pasture some
.c utilities, the steel industry and
he '''''automobile industry. Investnative economic system--such as ing peddled by merchants of the more, and the last operation was to
REASONABLE
sow white clover and lespedeza
nent in agriculture is nearly 200
A man who can laugh at himself communism.
New, or Old, Left.
seed on the old sod. Renovation
But there is a very glaring flaw
.illion dollars or 3-4 of the value will always be amused.
Our citizens know the alternatives will pay off on a lot of the pasture
in this proposal.
to our private enterprise system, fields in Obion County.
If you look at conditions in corn- and recognize that, even with its
mu...Aisne nations, you will find that faults, ours is the best system go.
All farmers should be busy sethey also are plagued by poverty, ing.
curing soil samples because this is
prejudice and war. America didn't
I suspect we Americans are the first step in any sound cropping
invent these problems, and it isn't much like the old fellow constantly system. Last week we mailed to
alone in facing them.
bothered by minor physical ail- the University of Tennessee Soil
The only basic difference in con- ments who, when asked if he was Testing Laboratory about 200 soil
ditions is that in the communistic tired of his health problems, gave samples.
countries, you also are susceptible this practical reply:
to purges, overt repression of free"Not, my friend, when I consider
dom (witness Czechoslavakia), and the alternative."
LIVESTOCK PRICES
With JIM PRYOR

Aeric•Bkrof AgRAt• IIkiwis cameral 11•Ilreof

GRASS
ROOTS

OBION COUNTY

by Roy Stevens

When you get the feeling
nobody loves you,
call somebody you love.

Inland Steel
Promotes Former
Usona Manager
Willard L. Fry, 6519 Hohman,
Hammond, has been appointed
custodian of administration buildings at Inland Steel company's Indiana Harbor Works.
Fry succeeds Alton M. Glenn,
17740 Henry St., Lansing, who has
retired after 46 years of company
service.

Basil P. Caummisar

Louisville Inns
Hire Caummisar
Top Director

Somebody cares and would be tickled
to get a Long Distance call from you. So go
ahead. It won t cost much, now that rates
are so low every night and all weekend
long. (Dial direct. It's faster.)

Basil P. Caummisar has resigned
his five-year post at Stouffer's
Louisville Inn to become Executive
Director of the two Holiday Inns in
downtown Louisville. Caummisar
has long been active in community
affairs throughout Kentucky and
Southern Indiana and is currently
Chairman of the Board of the Kentucky Derby Festival Committee.
A past president of the Sales and
Marketing Executives, International, his work in the fields of public
service and business development
has won numerous national awards.
"I really look forward to my new
assignment with this Louisvilleowned management team," said
Caummisar in an interview yesterday. "I've known Innkeepers Johnny Wray and Frank Flaherty for
years and believe their 400 rooms
at the Downtown and Midtown locations offer a real growth potential for our city and its business
community. Their plans for expansion could be a real boon to
Kentucky and Southern Indiana in
a bid for increased travel and tourist business."
Caummisar's offices will be in
the new 7-story high rise known as
Holiday Inn-Midtown at Brook and
Liberty Streets.

Paul Bailey, Murray, with a 210pound purebred Hampshire; Paul
Elliott, Fancy Farm, with a 195pound purebred Hampshire; and,
Edward Slack with a 217-pound
commercial entry.
A record number of 183 hogs
were unloaded at the University
farm, from which the 14,5 were
shown in the live competition before the animals were trucked to
Union City to be slaughtered and
the carcasses judged.
Only those carcasses meeting the
minimum certification standards of
which is highest since last July.
Live Hog Futures for July also
hit a high of $23.50 last week.

The Obion County Angus Sale
averaged $260 on 71 lots, with 12
bulls figuring at $392, 59 females
$233, and the top ten head averaged
$393. Top bull at $485 was L Ermitre 727, consigned by Lattus Angus
Farm, Hickman, Ky. and purchased by J. D. Elkins, NeWbern, Tenn.
Second top bull at $460 was Bardoliermere Moon 777, consigned by
Charles Moon, Fulton, Ky., and
sold to Gale Dodson, Wingo, Ky.
There was a medium crowd, bidding was fair to active, and buyers were from Tennessee and Kentucky. George Kurtz was the auctioneer.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
April 5 - West Tennessee Hereford Sale - Brownsville.
April 15. Feeder Pig Sale - Lexington.
April 15 - Obion County Feeder
Calf Sale.

Prague tightening
youths and unions.

control

TOO MANY
What worries me is that there
are so many people in this country
who are willing to watch the same
kind of television junk I do.

OBION COUNTY SALE HAS
$260 AVERAGE

—Advocate, Cumberland, Wisc.

Parts Fir All Electric
Shavers AI:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Complete Roof
Planed Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY

on

Fulton 472-1341

MEN WANTED NOW
TO TRAIN AS CLAIM ADJUSTERS
Insurance Adjusters and Investigators are
badly needed due to the tremendous increase of claims resulting from automobile
accidents, fires, burglaries, riots, storms,
and industrial accidents. Over 50 million
dollars worth of claims paid each day.

After too many months and
years of starvation prices, these
$30 fat cattle, $20 cows and $20
hogs look mighty good. What happened to the expert's predictions
that 1969 would be a replay of
1968. I don't know but I'm glad
they missed it.'Perhaps the efforts
of livestock association and particularly those of the American
National Cattlemen's Association
are beginning to pay-off. After the
price disaster of two years ago,
the ANCA launched a nation-wide
campaign to get cattle sold at
lighter weights. This effort is paying off.

Prime Slaughter steers hit $33.50
Custodian of the four-building on Chicago Market
last week - the
central office complex at the East highest since October
1962. Hogs
Chicago steel plant, Glenn is a na- hit $22.75 on same
day in Chicago
tive of Winterville, Ga., and a
graduate of Athens (Ga.) business
college. He came to Inland in 1922
as a clerk, became assistant custodian in 1935, and took his latest
post in 1948, following World War
II duty in the U. S. Air Force.
Fry was born in Nashville,
Tenn., but reared in Fulton, Ky.
He began with Inland as a stationery clerk in 1945, following four
wartime years with the U. S.
Army, and became chief custodian
clerk in 1946. He was appointed
assistant custodian in 1948.
Mr. Fry was manager of the
Usona Hotel from 1938 to 1941.

1.5 inches maximum backfat; 29
inches minimum length; and, four
square inches of minimum loin
eye area were eligible for placings.
Judging the carcasses were Dr.
W. York Varney, extension meats
specialist at the University of Kentucky, and James T. Grady, head
swine buyer for the Reelfoot Packing Company, Union City.
More than 300 high school vocational agriculture students, supervisors and parents were guests of
the Reelfoot Packing Company at
a dinner in Union Qty Monday,
March 10, for the presentation of
the awards and checks.

Top money can be earnect in this exciting,
fast moving field, full or part time. Work
is^
at your present job and train at home, gem
then attend resident training for two
weeks at school owned facilities at MIAMI
•-,(<•
BEACH, FLORIDA or LAS VEGAS, NEVADA.
••

Excellent employment assistance. For
details without obligation, fill out the
coupon and mail it today.

ACCREDITED
MEMBER
NATIONAL
HOME STUDY
COUNCIL

APPROVED FOR VETERANS UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOLS, Dept.
1872 N. W. 7 St., Miami, Florida 33125
Name
Age
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone
Eligible for VA Benefits?
"

"Really. I've tried just about every Bourbon there is.
But this one seems to have more taste. What is it, Jim?"

BEEF SHOW ANNOUNCED
A 4-11 and FFA Beef heifer show
is to be held Friday, June 20, at
the Fair-ground in Mayfield. Boys
and girls of the Purchase Area
will have an opportunity to participate in this show which will be
sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Agriculture in cooperation
with the cooperative Extension
Service, Department of National
Agriculture and local leaders.

The answer is
Yellowstone.
When guests arrive, make sure
Yellowstone's on hand.
No other Bourbon comes through
as spirited in mixed drinks or as smooth
over the rocks.
The reason? Yellowstone is the
only Bourbon in the World smoothed
by the Mellow-Mash'process.
It gives Yellowstone a taste that's
noticeably smoother. A taste no
other Bourbon can match.
Partyti me, anytime, the answer is
Yellowstone. No question about itl

NEW JAIL NEEDED
Pottawattami County, Ia.—Even
the prisoners helped Sheriff Roy
Wichael prove he needed a new
jail. Wichael found his jail empty
and this note, "I sincerely hope
that this escape will help you get
a new jjail because you need one.
I knocked out the wall in an hour.
Sincerely yours, Mike and Bill."

'485

4/5 QT.

1$1"

South Central Bell
.0Y. D. Co.

Kentucky's No.1 Selling Bourbon.
Proof Bottled-in-Bond & 90 Proof.
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Mrs. Mayme B. Shuck
Funeral services for Mrs. Willie
Parker were held in Jackson's
Funeral Home chapel on Sunday,
March 23, with Rev. Oran Stover
officatting. Burial was in Good
Springs Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Parker, 94, died on Friday,
March 21, in Haws Memorial Nursing Home, following a long illness.
She was the widow of Fane Parker and the daughter of the late
James J. and Betty Thacker
Vaughn.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
Lurlene Grissom of Fulton and
three sons, Klyce and Kenneth
Funeral services for George Parker of Dukedom and Mervin
Gardner were held last Saturday Parker of Oneida, N. Y.
afternoon in Hornbeak Funeral
Home, with burial in Mount Zion
Church cemetery.
Mr. Gardner, 67, of Route 1,
Mrs. Mary Batten, of Oklahoma
Water Valley, died suddenly at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Bill City, died in the Presbyterian
Gray, of South Fulton on Thursday, Hospital last Thursday night, following a brief illness.
February 20.
Funeral Services were held in
He was self-employed as a gas
distributor and was a member of Jackson Funeral Home chapel,
the Woodmen of the World and of Tuesday afternoon, March 25, with
the Mount Zion Cumberland Pres- Rev. A. G. Kesterson, pastor of the
South Fulton Methodist Church ofbyterian Church.
Survivors other than his daugh- ficiating. Burial was in Poyner's
ter, Mrs. Gray, are: his wife, of Cemetery.
Mrs. Batten, 81, was the daughRoute 1, Water Valley; one sister,
Mrs. Gusta Rhodes of Route 1, ter of the late J. E. and Leona
brothers, Poff. She was a former resident of
Water Valley; three
Rupert Gardner of Route 2, Water Graves County and taught school
Valley, Rev. Joe C. Gardner of in the county for several years.
Paducah, and Everett Gardner of Her husband, Charles Batten, died
in 1937.
Deroit, and one grandchild.
Surviving are one brother, Henry
Poff of Dukedom, and three sisters,
Mrs. Hubert Jackson of Dukedom,
Mrs. Amma Hook of Greeley,
Cass Morgan Walker was found Colo., and Mrs. Rudolph Steiver of
dead Monday afternoon at his East St. Louis.
home on Maple Street, Fulton,
having been in ill health for some
time.
Funeral services were held yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon in
Dr. L. V. Brady, a former FulHornbeak Funeral Home Chapel, ton dentist who has resided in
with Rev. Travis Smith, of the Memphis for the past year, died
Seventh Day Adventist Church, of- Saturday
March 22,
morning,
ficiating. Burial was in Wesley while enroute to a Memphis hosCemetery.
pital.
Mr. Morgan, 77, was born in
Graveside rites were held on
Hickman County, the son of the Sunday, March 23. in Memorial
Jesse and Fannie Walker. He Park in Memphis, with Treadwelllate ‘
was a retired carpenter and lived Norris Funeral Home in charge of
in Illinois before moving to Ful- arrangements.
ton.
Dr. Brady, 91, was born in
Surviving are his wife, the form- Nicholas County, Ky. He was
er Grace French, of Fulton, and graduated from the University of
three brothers, Cleo Walker of Tennessee Dental College at NashMichigan, Clinton Walker of Colo- ville and practiced in Fulton from
rado and C. D. Walker of Wash- 1902 until his retirement in 1961.
ington.
He was married to the former
Mable Oliver in 1913, and was a
m ember of the First Baptist
LIBRARY CORNER—
Church.
(Continued from page Two)
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
documentation
noteworthy
and
Mable Brady; one daughter, Mrs.
brings into focus evidence and Lynn Steinke; a granddaughter,
arguments for and against the ex- Mrs. Don Russell, and a great
istence of UFOs.
grandson, Shane Russell, all of
Memphis; and one brother, T. A.
J. K. LASSER'S MANAGING Brady of Spokane, Wash.
YOUR FAMILY FINANCES. The
J. K. Lasser Tax Institute, wellknown authority on income, estate,
and gift taxes, as well as other
financial and business subjects,
now focuses attention on the successful management of personal,
Mrs. Ethel Foster remains a
family, and household finances. patient in the Volunteer Hospital at
easy-to-unUsing straightforward,
Martin, still not showing much imderstand language, the Institute provement.
presents techniques which can be
Mrs. Elsie Howari of Fulton,
used to handle finances effectively but formerly of this tommunity, is
for
value
obtain
to
efficiently;
and
a patient in the Fulton Hospital,
your money in major and everyday with a heart condition.
purchases; and to direct savings
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
toward the achievement of definite
spent last Sunday night in Memspending goals.
phis with Mrs. Eva Braun, celeA particularly valuable feature of brating her birthday. She came
to
guide
this book is a step-by-step
home with them to help celebrate
realistic budgeting for YOU. Here Harvey's birthday next Saturday.
young
for
problem-solve
is a real
Sympathy is extended to the fammarrieds and for families who exily of Mrs. Willie Parker, who passperience difficulty in bridging the
ed away Friday night in Haw's
ever-widening gap between income
Nursing Home in Fulton, after an
and inflation. In addition, the book
extended illness. Funeral services
offers up-to-date information on inwere conducted in Jackson Funeral
vesting in the stock market; on
Home on Sunday afternoon, with
buying insurance, both life and
Rev. Stover, her pastor from Good
medical; and a bonus indeed—it
Spring Church, officiating. Burial
tells you how you may save subin Good Springs Cemetery.
Federal income was
on
stantially
Word was received by Jackson
taxes.
Funeral Home last Thursday night
that Mrs. Mary Batten, who was a
sister of Mrs. Hubert Jackson and
COLUMN
STOPS
WINCHELL
Henry Poff, had passed away in
and Mrs. JackScottsdale, Ariz. — Walter Win- Oklahoma City. Mr.
immediately by ambul(-hell has announced that he is son left
her body to
giving up his Broadway column. ance and returned
night, where funWinchell stopped writing the col- Dukedom Sunday
were conducted in
umn after his son's death at Christ- eral services
Funeral Home on Tuesday,
mastime. The column had run for Jackson
with burial in Poyner's Cemetery.
49 years.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mayme
Barham Shuck were held in WhiteRanson Funeral Home at Union
City on Monday, March 24, with
burial in Mt. Zion Cemetery.
Mrs. Shuck died last Saturday,
March 22, in the Obion County
General Hospital at Union City.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. John P. Wilson of Cayce and
Mrs. Ross McCollum of Union City.
Her husband, Lyle Shuck, preceded her in death.

Mrs. Mary Batten

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years —
* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-180

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

"I mean, with wars, and the bomb, and
murders, and poverty, and people
taking dope, and all. How can there
be a God? Where is He? Why doesn't
He do something?"
Sound familiar?
So often people, young and old, deny
God because "He" lets things happen.
But the question really is not "Why

doesn't He do something?" Rather, ask
yourself, ''Why don't I do something?"
For you are God's instrument on earth.
Go to-your church or synagogue. Seek
your Faith. And your true self and
purpose.
Then go out and help make the world
the better place you know it can be.
You can, you know..

Fulton and South Fulton

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Cut flower*

Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371

Phone 4721303

PURE MILE COMPANY

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

At the store or at your deer

"The Rexall Store"

Fu/ten, Ky.

Phone 472-3311

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421
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WATER DISTRICT—

some well deserved remarks
tobert Sanger seems to be enioying giving awards to (left to right) Pat Myatt, Ronnie Fulcher and Eddie Mrs. Roy Taylor makes
farm ,,ouths in the area.
Nright as much as these boys enjoy receiving than.

lo

s

(CenNnurd Prong Pass OW
project also, but once the system was constructed all doubts
about its benefits to the rural
areas vanished," a proponent
of the water district said.
While the benefits to be derived from the establishment of
the water system are countless,
chief among them is the wanton
loss of property, personal belongings and home furnishings
caused from controllable fires
brought about by the lack of
water to extinguish them.
Many of the communities in
the surrounding area have secured adequate supplies of
healthy, pure water. Fancy
Farm, Kentucky, with its system constructed about four
years ago, has amortized almost
half of its loan and accrued
enough surplus funds to buy a
fire truck for the system. Similar instances of success with the
systems are readily available.
As designed, the district would
include: An area down Highway
51 to Ashby Sawmill; thence to
Crutchfield for service along the
way to that entire community;
the entire community of Cayce;
up Highway 94 east of Highway
307; down Highway 307 to
Murchison Road; . east to the
Purchase Parkway and up Highway 45 to the boundaries of
Graves County at Water Valley.
Tuesday night, officials of the water district met with Ray
Gentry of the regional EDA office in Huntington, W. Va. He
advised that as soon as the total
local linancial participation is
received the directors are ready
to advertise for bids for immediate construction.
Other officials of the district
are: Elmer Hixson, Arlie Batts
and David Dean. Any inquiries
or checks for the meter fee will
be accepted by any member of
the board.

Cooley, of the RECC for his efforts to assist

Paris District
WSCS Sets Date
For'Day Apart'
Friday, March 28, is the date set
for the "Day Apart" service sponsored annually during Lent by the
Women's Society of Christian Service of the Paris District, it was
announced today by Mrs. Aaron
Steele of Paris, district president.
The service will be held at Hazel
United Methodsit Church in Hazel,
Tenn., at 9:3ft a. rm., and conclude
at noon. Lunch will not be served.
"Night Apart" will be held for
members of the Wesleyan Service
Guilds of the district on the same
date at 7:30 p. m. at the Dresden
United Methodist Church.
Speaking at both meetings will be
right)
to
presenting
awards
to
(left
ne,
is
:
.
1-lown
Unneth Crew:. vice oresident of the City National B
Scott DeMyer, left, and his mother, Mrs. Lucille DeMyer, of the Rush Mrs. Robert Scott of Memphis,
licky Hepler Jennie Moon. Jeannie Turner and Joe El H.:rrison for excellence in 4-H and FFA beef show Creek Community are shown accepting a plaque from Charles Wright, of Chairman of Missionary Education
of the Memphis Conference, who
.1. the Farm Bureau picnic last August.
the Soil Conservation Service for the conservation practices of the well- spoke at similar services in the
district in 1966. In addition to Mrs.
known Fulton County farm residents.
Scott's spaken meditations, thet4e
will be periods of silent meditation,
Bible reading, prayer, and music.
BANKERS SALUTE FARMERS!
Mrs. L. E. McCord of Cottage
Grove, Tenn., district Chairman of
The photographs on this rage show a
Spiritual Life, is urging all Methportion of the awards made at a dinner by The
odist women of this area to attend
one
of these meetings, and to bring
Fulton Bank, and The City National Bank of
their Bibles with them. She is also
Hickman
to
Citizen's
Bank
of
Fulton and The
requesting that those attending
Fulton County farmers. All photos are by Elmaintain silence after entering the
church for the service.
mer Stewart of Holiday Inn, where the annual

DURBIN—
(Continued from Page ones
appropriation, hopefully in the
next session. It takes money to
conduct investigations, hearings,
provide witnesses. The problem
is a big one, augmented by the
fact that an important hotbed of
Communist-front activity — the
SCEF — is located in Louisville;
it moved to Louisville when
things got too hot for it several
years ago in New Orleans."
Durbin expressed warm praise
of Representative Lloyd Clapp,
Wingo, whose determination to
create the Kentucky Legislative
Un-American Activities Committee led to a strong, successful
battle through the last legislature.

'ARROW ESCAPE: When five cars on a northbound Mtmphis-to-Paducah freight derailed at the south end
Fulton's New Yards last Saturday evening, a tank car loaded with dangerous Anhydrous ammonia nar)wly escaoed being rupte-ed. South Fulton police and fire departments stood by all night Saturday while a
presentative from the Bureau of Explosives was dispatched from St. Louis to supervise removal operaons. The tracks were cleared Sunday.

Let's Build Friendship Center
Pairg-up Fix-up Now!

JOE W. JOHNSON
ANNOUNCES
THE OPENING OF OFFICES
FOR THE PRACTICE OF LAW
-AT207 COMMERCIAL AVENUE
FULTON, KENTUCKY 42041
PHONE 472-3222

By Mrs. Charles Lowe

ed Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer a
while Sunday afrrnoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Colley,
students at U. T., Knoxville, are
spending a spring vacation with
relatives here and in Fulton.
David Long, also a student at
U. T., Knoxville, is expected home
tomorrow (Tuesday) for a few
days. On his return, he will be doing student teaching in Lenoir
City, near Knoxville, for the next
quarter.
Mrs. Virginia Hay spent the week
end in Union City with Mrs.
Blanche Carter.
Jack Lowe celebrated his birthday a few days ago. It was quiet,
as his wife was in the hospital,
but his children in Irving, Texas,
remembered him, as both sent
cards and a generous cheek. -

(Sorry, we missed you last week)
Bro. J. E. Bennett filled the pulpit at Johnson Grove Sunday night,
in the absence of Bro. Harold Grissom, who was starting a revival
near his home.
Mrs. Jack Lowe is still a patient
in Hillview Hospital, but expects
to be home in a day or so.
Harold Rogers was taken to the
Fulton Hospital last night. We
hope he is better soon and can come
home.
Ernest Lowe is home, after a
week spent in the Fulton Hospital.
My niece, Mrs. Bob Glisson, of
Martin, is in the government hospital in Millington. She underwent
major surgery one day last week
and is getting along as well as
WRONG ENEMY
could be expected.
"You should love your enemies,"
Mrs. Billy Stem and Mrs. Bud
Stem visit in Paducah one day the preacher told the Indian.
"I do. I love ruin, whisky, tolast week.
m and Mrs. bacco and women," grinned the
Mrs. Motile McC
Corinne Austin, of ewbern, visit- crafty red man

Lea,
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1967

FAT OVERWEIGHT
Available to you without a doctor's
prescription. our product called Galax on. You must lose ugly fat or your mon•
ey back. Galaxon is a tablet and *molly
swallowed. Get rld of excess fat and live
longer. Galaxon costs $300 and is sold
on this guarantee: If not satisfied for
any reason, Just return the package to
your druggist and get your full money
back. No questions asked. oalaxon Is
sold on this guarantee by: — EVANS
DRUG - Fulton • Mail Orders Filled.

1966

1966
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— PIERCE STATION
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BOY ADOPTED

ROBERTS IS FIRST!

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page Om:
I can see the fine hand of Sam Holly all
through its compilation, and that's a mighty fine
hand to see in any local endeavor.
Our long-time friend Roy Bard is chairman of
the Fulton County ASCS and that's enough said
when speaking of the wonderful work being done
in our county amid the farm land, row after row.

0

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Powell are
happy to announce the adoption of
a new baby boy. He has been named James Robert Powtll III.

dinner was held.
William Huffstutter, Tim Sigman and Judy Stover, all of Dyersburg, and Johnnie Roberts of South
Fulton, were first place winners in
the West Tennessee Regional Science Fair held at The University
of Tennessee at Martin Friday,
March 21.

S

1956

FUN IN FLORIDAI
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pharis have
just returned from a winter vacation in Florida. They spent several weeks with Ray's sister, Mrs.
Nettie Piper of St. Petersburg, and
also visited Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Binford, who were vacationing at
Myakka River State Park near
Sarasota; Mr. and Mrs. Bard
Hodges at Cleviston, and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Richards at ilncatilla on
Lake Dorr.
They were entertained in the
homes of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Townsend and Mr. and Mrs, John Piper
in St. Petersburg.
Ray fished at all these points,
/
2
with good luck, including a 211
inch speckled trout.

NOTICE OF CORRECTION
III1= NMI

1966

NMI

The public hearing, originally scheduled for March 30, 1969,
for re-zoning purposes, should
have read March 31, 1969, at 7
p. m. at the

1965
1965

1964

1964
SAFER COAL MINES!
A research project being conducted by a University of Kentucky
engineering professor, Fred Wright,
is aimed at safer ceilings in coal
mines.

South Fulton City Hall
1964
1964

1964

1 Ill
The

1963

ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON
from Kentucky
6 Years Cid
90 Proof

04e/7 &de Vea,/
Dfatflied and Bottled By I IEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., Bardstown, Nelson

1962

Only $460
Per
(Plus

Fifth

Sales Tax)

County, Kentucky

PAGE SHOW
"PRINT 07 EiACT

With all the brains we have
in governmentyou'd think someone would be able to devise a
form you could do yourself and
not have to take to an expert.
Such worrisome instructions!
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Antique Show
Is Included
In'Tater Day'

r we.

W
RAIO
F

BENTON, Ky.,
Marshall County's annual "Tater Day" will feature a threeday antique show in addition to
Its other attractions and events
this year.

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
Lai WITH YOU

FrI.,TON. KENTUCKY

THE NEWS,
THURSDAY, MARCH 27 1969
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Come Early! Enjoy a fine dinner
Art Work
Displayed At
and dance at
University(
:TH
4'
1
E CELLAR.

1114w
Heddon

MURRAY, Ky. — A 40-piece
faculty exhibition of recent work
by eight members of the Murray State University art division faculty will be on display
In the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building on the campus through
March 79.
Consisting of ceramics, drawings, paintings, sculpture, jewelry, prints and metal work, the
exhibit in the Mary Ed Mecoy
Hall Gallery is the second part
of the faculty show.
Bill Roode, art instructor and
gallery director, said the show
was divided into two parts because of limited gallery space
and the number of pieces to be
shown.
Faculty members with work
now on display include Miss
Clara Eagle, division chairman,
Harry Furches, Harold Langland, Richard Jackson,

REEL

First Come, First Served
REG.
$10.45

$4.98

Plastic Bobbers
all sizes

5c
Leader Sporting Goods
t eider Store, Upstairs
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Where You Can
-"Lili DINE AND DANCE
From 4 P. M. to 12 Midnight

fr

MIN INN =III MI

— FEATURING —

"The Classics" Trio
Saturday Nile, March 29th
(S1.00 Per Person Cover)
LOCATED AT

PARK TERRACE

Restaurant

Martin Highway

Motel

South Fulton

Gift Shop

Make us an offer. .. Check with us on the
trade-in allowance on your car
. financing available
CHEVROLETS

the
to

Of interest to Homemakers

1969 IMPALA CUSTOM
$3675
2-door hardtop; 350 cu-in. turbo-hydroinane, frost green, black vinyl top.
Power steering, power brakes, one
owner, we sold it new; traded in on a
4-door car.
1967 IMPALA two door hardtop
$1875
with Tenn title. Blue. V-8, standard
shift. One owner.
1967 IMPALA Super Sport
$2375
Danube blue with light blue bucket
seats 4 speed, 396 Cu. In. V-8 engine.
we sold it new. One owner car with
Ky. tags. New car trade in.
1967 IMPALA two door hardtop
$2475
Mountain Green with black vinyl top.
Black vinyl inside trim. 327 V-8, Turbo-hydromatic. Power steering, power brakes and factory air. One owner
car and we sold it new. Tenn. title.
New car trade-in.
1966 IMPALA 4-door sedan
$1875
V8, powerglide, power steering, factory
air, one owner, new car trade in, Kentucky tags, blue and white.
1966 CHEVELLE two door hardtop
91775
327 V-8,4 speed. Silver mist color. Ky.
tags, new car trade. One owner car.
1966 CHEVY II NOVA Supersport
$1575
Marina blue, blue bucket seats, V3. 4speed.
1966 IMPALA 9-door hardtop
$1975
327 engine, turbo hydromatic, power
steering, one owner, new car trade in,
green, 29,000 miles. This IS a nice one!
1965 IMPALA SUPER SPORT
$1576
396 engine, 4-speed, Ky. tags, white.
1965 IMPALA 2-door hardtop
$1375
327 engine, 4-speed, red, new car
trade-in.
1964 IMPALA four door hardtop
$1175
with V-8 powerglide. Maroon with
power steering and Ky. tags.
1964 IMPALA 4-door hardtop
$1175
white with tourquoise top, V8, powerglide power steering, Tenn. title.
1964 IMPALA 2-door hardtop
_ $1175
V8, standard shift, Kentucky tag, red.
1964 CHEVELLE two door hardtop $1275
Super Sport. Ky. tags. White with V-8
powerglide. Red interior.
1964 IMPALA four door
$1175
with Ky. tags. White with V8, powerglide transmission. Power steering
and power brakes.
$975
1963 IMPALA 2-door hardtop
Blue, 327 engine, V8, standard trimsmission.
1962 CHEVY IiNC7VA two door
$775
hardtop with 6 cylinder standard shift.
Black with Ky. tags. New car trade-in.

1960 STATION WAGON. Four door $375.
V-8 with air. Tenn. title. Blue. Marked down from $475.

1963 CUSTOM two door sedan. Blue $275
1962 GALAXIE 500 four door
$675
sedan. V-8, automatic. Beige in color
with air, & Ky. tags. New-oar trade in.

OPELS

OLDSMOBILES

1968 STATION WAGON
$1875
beige, new car trade-in, Kentucky tags

1966 DELTA OLDS tour door
1975
Sedan with Tenn. title. Green with
automatic transmission. Power steering and power brakes. One owner car
and 'a new car trade in. Was $2275
Was $2175, Was $2075.
1-966 STARFIRE OLDS. Two door
$1999
hardtop with Tenn. title Turquoise
with V-8, automatic transmission.
Power steering and power brakes.
Bucket Seats. One owner car and a
new car trade-in. Was $2185.

1968

OPEL two door sedan
$1699
with Ky. tags. Light blue. One owner
car and we sold it new. Was $1875.
Marked down.

1967 OPEL two door sedan _ _ _
_ $1475
with Ky. tags. White, traded in on a
new Opel.
1965 KADETTE 2-door sedan
$775
one owner, new car trade-in, green,
Tennessee title.

FORDS

1965 JET STAR four door
$1675
sedan with power steering, power
brakes and factory air. One owner car
with Tenn. title. Beige in color and a
new car trade in.

1968 TORINO two door
$2475
hardtop with Ky. tags. Green with V-8
automatic transmission. Traded in on
new Opel.

1965 DYNAMIC four door
$1475
hardtop with power steering power
brakes and factory air. Torquoise.

1967 GALAXIE two door hardtop
$1975
,Yith Ky. tags. Gray with V-8 automatic transmission. One owner car.
Was $2175.

1964 DYNAMIC two door hardtop
$1275
V-8, automatic. Power steering, power
brakes, light blue with white top. Ky.
tags.

MUSTANG two door hardtop
$1475
with Tenn. title. Maroon. 6 cylinder
standard shift. New car trade-in.

1963 OLDS 88 two door hardtop _
$675
with Ky. tags. White with V-8, automatic transmission. Power steering
and power brakes. Was $875. Marked
down.

1966

$875
1965 CUSTOM 2-door sedan
6-cyl. standard transmission, Kentucky
tag, blue.
$1175
1965 ,CUSTOM two door sedan
V-8 automatic, Ky. tags. White with
red interior.

PONTIACS
1966

1964 GALAXIE 500 four door
$1275
sedan with Tenn. title. White with V-8
automatic transmission. Factory air
and power steering.
1964 T-BIRD 2-door convertible
$1475
Ky. tags, white with factory air, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes. Local car. New car
trade-in.
1964 COUNTRY SQUIRE four door _ _ $875
wagon with Ky. tags. Blue with V-8
automatic transmission. Air.
1964 GALAXIE 500 two door
$975
convertible with Tenn. title. Maroon
with V-8 automatic. Power steering.
New car trade-in.
1963 FAIRLANE Station Wagon
$775
with Ky. tags. White with V-8 standard shift.
1963 GALAXIE 500 four door
$775
hardtop with V-8 automatic transmission. Power steering, power brakes
and factory air. One owner car with
Tenn. title. New car trade-in.

BONNEVILLE 4-door hardtop $2275
with Tenn. title. White with black
vinyl top. Power steering, power
brakes and factory air. One owner and
a new car trade-in.

1966

GRAND PRIX two door
$2375
hardtop. Maroon with black vinyl top.
Bucket seats. Power steering, power
brakes and factory air. New car tradein.
1964 CATALINA four door sedan
$1275
with Ky. tags. White with power steering, power brakes and air. Automatic
transmission.
1962 BONNEVILLE 2 door hardtop
$775
with Ky. tags. Maroon with power
steering and power brakes. Automatic.

BUICKS
1967

WILDCAT 4-door hardtop
$2675
one owner, new car trade in, we sold
it new, Tennessee title, maroon with a
white top, power steering, power brakes and factory air.

1966 LeSABRE Custom
$2275
four door sedan with Ky. tags, green.
Power steering factory air. New car
trade, one owner. Black Vinyl inside
trim.
1966 LeSABRE 4-door sedan
_ $2275
power steering, power brakes, factory
air, one owner, Tennessee title; gold in
color, cloth trim.
1966 Special Deluxe Station Wagon $1775
Kentucky tags, new car trade in, black,
power steering factory air, automatic'
1963 WILDCAT Custom
•
$1075
four door hardtop with power steering, power brakes, and automatic
transmission. White with Ky. tags
One owner car and a new car trade in.
1962 LeSABRE four door
$675
sedan with power steering and power
brakes, automatic, black with Ky. tags

OTHERS
1967 PLYMOUTH FURY III 2-door $2275
hardtop, blue. V8, automatic Kentucky tag, new car tradein.
1966

MERCURY 2-door hardtop
$1975
Power steering, power brakes, factory
air, Tennessee title, bronze.

1966

RAMBLER CLASSIC 770
$11754-door sedan, 6-cyl. automatic, one
owner, Tennessee title, new car tradein, green.

1966

NEW YORKER two door
$2375hardtop. Power windows and seat.
Tenn. title with factory air. One owner
car and a new car trade-in.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN
$1475
with Ky. tags. Green.
1964 DODGE 4-door sedan
$1075
V8, automatic, power steering, one
owner, new car trade-in, air, Tennessee title, white.
1962 CHRYSLER 4-door
$675
sedan Newport, Tenn .title. White with
power steering, power brakes

SALESMEN
Vernon Spraggs, Manus Willams, Aubrey Taylor, Dwain Taylor and Dan Taylor

Taylor Chevrolet Buick Inc.
Fulton, Ky.

Highway 307

Phone 472-2466

